1. **Introductions** 1:00-1:15 | Ben Rabe, Fresh Energy

2. **Commercial Code Pathways Document Overview** 1:15-1:45 | Ben Rabe, Fresh Energy

   Workshopped the document with group. See suggestions in attached slides.

3. **Minnesota Commercial Energy Baseline and Market Characterization** 2:00-2:45 | Scott Hackel, Slipstream - See slides attached.

4. **Closing and Next Steps:** 2:45-3:00 | Ben Rabe, Fresh Energy

   Ben and Steve will continue to workshop the commercial energy code pathways document among commercials experts in the collaborative. Additionally, we’ll exploring methods to get the revised document out to design professionals and general contractors.

**Attendees:**
Scott Hackel - Seventhwave
Rachael Spires – BWBR
Kevin Brauer - Home Performance Strategies
Bruce Nelson – retired
Mark Garofano – Dept. of Commerce
Greg Ernst – Ernst and Associates, Inc.
Russ Landry – CEE
Ryan Arvola - Hoffman Weber Construction
Nicole Westfall – MEEA
Maureen Colburn – LHB
Rebecca Olson – CEE
Eric Boyd – DPIS
Dominique Boczek – ICF